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1.0 Introduction
The purpose of this project is to use Matlab mathematical software to transcribe and
resynthesize three piano compositions: Prelude and Fugue in D major BWV 850 by Johann
Sebastian Bach, Mazurkas Opus No.1 by Frédéric François Chopin, and Für Elise by Ludwig
van Beethoven. All of the analysis and synthesis is completed in Matlab, the code for which is
attached in the appendix. Results of resynthesis are compared to the original recordings
through analysis of mean difference and standard deviation of amplitude in the time domain, as
well as comparison of frequencies at each time sample.
The report is split up into four main tasks. The first task is to determine the number of beats per
second for each piece. The algorithm developed to do this as well as other specifics about the
implementation completed in Matlab are discussed. The results are also presented and
discussed.
The second task is to transcribe each piece of music and store it in some format. The goal is to
store the amplitude and start/end times for each note so that it can be resynthesized later. The
way in which harmonics are dealt with in note detection and how it affects synthesis is
discussed. As well, the transcription algorithm and the method of storage is fully detailed.
The third task of the project is to synthesize the music using the transcription from the previous
section. The synthesis technique used is discussed, as well as its implementation in Matlab
code. The results of the synthesis can be heard in the .mp4 files included with the project
submission.
The fourth and final task involves a statistical analysis of the difference between the original
sound files and the resynthesized file. The analysis is performed both in the time domain and in
the frequency domain. Both the overall results as well as the difference between time and
frequency analysis is discussed.

2.0 Task One
The compositions used in the project are truncated to 1:00 minute in length starting from the
beginning using Audacity software. Furthermore, the 1:00 minute samples are converted from
stereo to mono and then converted from .mp3 to .wav format to be used for Matlab
manipulation. The 1:00 minute mono wav samples are considered and referred to as original
pieces throughout the report.
To determine the beats per minute (BPM) for each sample Dan Ellis’s music audio tempo
estimation algorithm was used [1]. The main routine of the algorithm used the tempo2(d, sr)
function (See Appendix A.1 for full code) to estimate the tempo of the audio sample which is
passed in as parameter d into the function, the other parameter, sr, is sampling rate. tempo2()
returns two estimates of BPM, t(1) being the slower estimate and t(2) being the faster. In
addition, the function returns the confidence value t(3), which provides the relative strength of
correctness of t(1) relative to t(2). If t(3) exceeds 0.5 then t(1) is the preferred value for BPM,
otherwise t(2) is the tempo of the sample.
Dan Ellis’s algorithm estimates tempo by first resampling the input audio sample at 8kHz, then
calculating the short term Fourier transform magnitude (spectrogram) with 32 ms windows and
28 ms overlap between frames. The sum of spectrogram values is then manipulated to
determine the times when significant energy onsets occur in the signal [2]. The manipulation
process is a very complex set of operations, it applies weighting functions to map the
spectrogram values more closely to human like perception of BPM determination.
The algorithm uses autocorrelation of the energy onset to reveal regular period structure, as the
energy onset are compared to other energy onsets within the sample at certain intervals to
determine a large correlation which ultimately provides the BPM. For large signals however
there will be a large correlation for integer multiples of the period lining up, therefore a human
tempo perception weighting is applied to bias the tempo towards 120 BPM using a Gaussian
weighting function. Finally, the weighted correlation is then compared to training data that is split
into slower and faster BPM groups. Due to training data being performed by human subjects,
the algorithm is accounting for distinct patterns achieved by the test subject and constructing a
secondary tempo estimate that is chosen from { 0.33, 0.5, 2, 3 } times the primary period
estimate, hence the function returns two possible tempo estimates. The third output t(3), which
provides the weighting factor of correctness for the two tempos, is determined by finding the
weighting for the onset envelope that leads to best alignment with the ideal tempo (more about
the actual mathematical determination of this factor can be found in Dan Ellis’s research [2] ).
The strengths of the tempo estimation algorithm is that it is based on real training data that is
used to compare the tempo estimates that are weighted towards human audio perception. The
results of BPM calculations are summarized in Table 1 which are verified by performing
experimental BPM measurements with a help of “All8” [3] tools. The tempo is determined the
same way as the training data for the algorithm, by tapping to the beat of the music samples,
and maximum difference between the algorithm output and a live test was within 1.0%.

The main limitation of the algorithm is its dependence on single predefined ideal tempo. The
ability of the algorithm to vary the tracking tempo around the target tempo to achieve an
accurate result depends on the actual intensity of true beat onset in the audio. This means that
the algorithm is based on note energy, which determines the beat, therefore a pause in the
sample will drastically change the BPM as no notes are played. Furthermore, testing this with
Bach’s Prelude, by taking a longer length of the composition of about 100 sec which includes a
pause after the 60 sec, it changes the tempo to about 60 BPM. Also the algorithm tracks two
tempos and returns a factor that depicts which of the two is more correct. However, if that value
is near 0.5 it can be thought as an indeterminant tempo result.
Table 1: Summary of BPM values for each composition of 60sec in length

Compositions

Algorithm BPM

All8 tools verification

Prelude and Fugue in D
major BWV 850

144.230769

144.57

Mazurkas Opus No.1

142.857143

140.93

Für Elise

138.888889

136.59

3.0 Task Two
The transcription of music into sheet music, or any list of discrete notes, is a very complicated
process with many nuances. For the purposes of the project, two methods were attempted with
only one of the methods yielding meaningful results. With both methods, the MIDI file standard
is the method of transcription. This allows for independent testing of transcription and
resynthesis code.
The goal of the first method is to only pick out discrete piano notes, producing a list of notes that
is representative of the sheet music. However, this method is challenging to implement as the
data produced is nearly meaningless. One reason for this is that, when some notes are played
intensely, their harmonics can be of greater amplitude than other softly played notes. This
makes it difficult to distinguish between true notes and harmonics. Another issue is that, when
multiple notes are played at the same time, the detection of each individual note becomes near
impossible [4].
The second approach produces much more meaningful results. In this method, no attempt to
isolate the harmonics is made and all frequencies are transcribed into the MIDI file. This
approach works as follows: the MP3 file containing the track is imported into Matlab as an array
of amplitudes discretized at a known sample rate. Next, an 88 element array of notes is
calculated using the following equation to represent the frequencies of each of the 88 keys on a
piano.
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 2

(()*+,-./01)/45)

∗ 440

The next step is to analyze the amplitudes of each of the notes over time, this can be achieved
using the discrete fourier transform (DFT). The DFT iterates through fitting sine and cosine
waves with periods that are integer fractions of the length of the signal being analyzed and
returning a real and complex array representing the correlation between the signal being
analyzed its respective sine and cosine components. Taking the root of the square sum of the
real and imaginary components yields the amplitude at a given frequency, irrespective of phase
shift. If the DFT of the entire audio track is taken it will return the frequency components across
the entire track, this also useful for identifying the most played note, however, not very useful for
identifying individual notes. This can be resolved by limiting the scope of the DFT to a window
and scanning the window across the audio track to produce an Amplitude vs Frequency vs Time
plot, also known as a spectrogram. For the spectrogram to yield meaningful results an
appropriate window size needs to be selected, this can be calculated by using a window size
that 5 times the size of the period of the lowest frequency of interest [5]. By running the audio
array through Matlab’s spectrogram function we can see each of the notes as they are played
on the piano, demonstrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Top: Spectrogram of Bach Prelude and Fugue in D major BWV 850. Middle: Beethoven Fur
Elise. Bottom: Spectrogram of the Chopin Mazurkas, Opus 7.

The next step is to extract the individual notes as they are played and convert them into MIDI
format. This is achieved by looking at frequency slices of the spectrogram at the frequencies
that correspond to the notes on a piano and converting them to arrays that represent amplitude
at a certain frequency vs time. These arrays are then convoluted with a 4000 element wide
kaiser window with a beta of 5 to condition the array for further analysis. The next step is to run
the array through a peak detector with a prominence threshold to find where the notes are being
played. The result of the peak detection is fed into the MIDI file generator such that it can be
resynthesized later.

4.0 Task Three
For this task, the goal is to take the transcribed music from the previous section and
resynthesize it in order to play it back. As mentioned before, the transcribed notes are stored in
a MIDI file. As can be seen in the A.3 script in the appendix, the MIDI file is read using a MIDI
library for Matlab and then iterated through. For every note in the MIDI file, a tone is generated
using the ‘note’ function detailed in the A.3 section of the appendix. The tones are assembled in
a large array according to their start and end times which are described in the MIDI file,
encoding this array into an audio file gives a final piece of music.
The ‘note’ function mentioned above is where the bulk of the actual synthesis occurs. The
function uses FM synthesis to generate the tone for a note and add harmonics to it. As was
outlined in the previous section of the report, an attempt at transcribing only discrete piano
notes is made as well as an effort to transcribe all frequencies present. The former transcription
method requires some sort of synthesis method that adds harmonics, thus leading to the usage
of FM synthesis [6]. However, as transcribing just the notes and cancelling out harmonics did
not lead to successful results, the harmonics generated by FM synthesis were simply set to 0 for
the purposes of resynthesis. The way the function works is by taking duration, piano key
number, intensity and frequency as inputs. First, the frequency of the note is calculated from the
key number of the piano using the formula denoted in the previous section. From here, a linearly
spaced array that represents time is generated from the duration and frequency. This array is
then iterated through and fed into a cosine function of a frequency specified by the key number
of the piano.
The other major factor involved in the synthesis of the notes is the note envelope. For a piano,
or any percussion/string instrument for that matter, the amplitude of the note is not constant
from the beginning of the note until the end. When a note is played, the amplitude increases to a
maximum in a very short period of time and then begins decaying immediately after. To model
this in Matlab, an envelope that that increases linearly and very quickly to a point and then
exponentially decays is created. By iterating through the constant tone generated before and
applying the envelope, the final note is generated. Figure 4 below demonstrates the final
product, clearly showing the effect of the envelope.

Figure 2: A time domain sample of a note, showing the envelope applied

The value of the slope of the initial increase as well as the decay rate after are chosen through
qualitative analysis of a variety of different values.
As explained earlier, the tone generated for individual notes by the ‘note’ function are
assembled by the main task three script into one large piece of music. Before outputting, the
amplitude of the entire piece is normalised so that clipping does not occur by the encoding
algorithm.

5.0 Task Four
For this task, the goal is to compare the original and resynthesized signals in time and
frequency domains. To be able to compare the signals as detailed in the following sections, the
power for each signal is calculated and they are scaled to have the same power. This scaling is
done by comparing the squares of each signal’s RMS value.

5.1 Signal Comparison Method
This subsection describes the comparison algorithm. To begin, it is necessary to ensure that the
areas of comparison line up in the signal value array. If the signals are offset, time based
comparisons over-exaggerate the true difference between the signals. To align the signals, a
threshold 10% of the max amplitude was defined. The index in each value array at which the
amplitude passes the threshold for the first time is recorded and values before that one are
discarded. Afterwards, to ensure signals of the same length, the longer signal is trimmed to
match the shorter signal’s length.
To compare the two signals, two methods were considered: simple difference in values, percent
difference in values. If a simple difference in between signal values is used, error magnitude will
be proportional to signal magnitude. With a simple difference it is difficult to tell how significant
an error is just by looking at the values. In contrast, if a percent difference is used, the
significance of an error in comparison to the “ideal” value (value of the original signal) at that
time is very evident. This method however, due to the purpose of our application, has a
shortcoming when it comes to low amplitudes. A significant percentage error at very low values
makes almost no difference to the way the signal sounds.
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = |𝑆1 − 𝑆2|
𝑆1 − 𝑆2
F , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑆1 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = F
𝑆1
Since we are interested in differences in the signal when it is at audible levels, the final results
are obtained using the percent difference between values of interest. The values of interest are
defined as those occurring at times when the amplitude of either signal surpasses 20% of the
max amplitude, therefore considered to be at an audible intensity.

5.2 Time Domain Comparison
In the time domain, the amplitude of the signal represents the intensity of sound at that
particular moment. By comparing the two amplitudes, difference in the signals’ intensities at all
points during the song can be quantified. To compare signals in the time domain, the signals are
pulled directly from the audio file, aligned with one another, and passed through the comparison
algorithm described in section 5.1.

Figure 3: Signal Overlay in the Time Domain of Für Elise

Figure 4: Percent Difference Error of Für Elise

Figure 5: Signal Overlay in the Time Domain of Prelude and Fugue in D major BWV 850

Figure 6: Percent Difference Error of Prelude and Fugue in D major BWV 850

Figure 7: Signal Overlay in the Time Domain of Mazurkas Opus No.1

Figure 8: Percent Difference Error of Mazurkas Opus No.1
Table 2: Summary of Error Results in Time Domain

Bach

Chopin

Beethoven

Mean difference

306.79 %

330.38 %

319.16 %

Max difference

67650.46 %

103383.09 %

131212.51 %

Min difference

0.00 %

0.00 %

0.00 %

Standard deviation

878.83 %

898.93 %

1080.96 %

5.3 Frequency Domain Comparison
In the frequency domain, amplitudes are described for each frequency at each point in time. In
this case, a point in time is defined as a window as opposed to an exact time so that frequency
can be measured. The minimum window duration, 5 times the period of the lowest frequency, is
determined using a common rule of thumb found through research [5]. The frequencies of
interest are specified as a list of possible frequencies a piano can produce. The signal, window,
frequencies of interest, and sampling rate are all passed into the spectrogram function along
with an overlap parameter. The overlap parameter describes the overlap in between windows
as the windowing passes through the signal. The output is a matrix containing the average
magnitude over each window through the whole signal for each frequency of interest. The
amplitude values for each frequency throughout the song are compared using the comparison
algorithm described in section 5.1.
Table 2: Summary of Error Results in Frequency Domain

Bach

Chopin

Beethoven

Mean difference

287.01 %

270.69 %

188.14 %

Max difference

12148.43 %

17826.29 %

2961.61 %

Min difference

0.07 %

0.03 %

0.00 %

Standard deviation

176.62 %

160.99 %

94.66 %

5.4 Result Analysis
As indicated by the max difference parameter, the percent difference between signals can be
very high. Although an attempt was made to avoid situations where the denominator in the
formula is close to 0, this cannot be done since it would mean ignoring sections where a note is
played incorrectly by the synthesized signal. Such large numbers will tend to offset the mean
percent difference. A second large source of error is when frequencies that are rarely used are
included. A rarely used frequency may have negligible amplitude in the original signal. A slight

difference in the synthesized signal may cause a pulse of the rarely used frequency. Due to the
fact that the amplitude in the original signal is negligible, the denominator will be close 0, and
therefore large percentages will emerge. A table of frequency domain results measured only
when both signals pass the threshold and when the frequency is used is shown below:
Table 2: Summary of Error Results in Frequency Domain

Bach

Chopin

Beethoven

Mean difference

2.50 %

5.10 %

5.07 %

Max difference

101.28 %

102.75 %

80.24 %

Min difference

0.00 %

0.00 %

0.00 %

Standard deviation

0.81 %

1.78 %

1.54 %

Although these results are more preferable, they are a result of tailoring code for each piece
which eliminator large sources of error by ignoring it. To properly compare the signals, a lot
more thought would need to be put into comparing overall shape similarity.

6.0 Conclusion
In conclusion for the first task, an external method is used to calculate BPM. The results
obtained from this method are both reported and discussed. For the second task, the methods
involved analysis in the frequency domain of the sound files in order to transcribe the audio into
played frequencies. The mathematical sense behind this, as well as the implementation in code
are detailed. The third task required synthesis of the transcription performed in task two. The
method by which this was performed in Matlab is outlined and some insight into how the
synthesis is qualitatively improved is provided. Throughout the comparison of signals in both
time and frequency domains, it is concluded that much more complex methods are required to
be able to accurately compare the similarity of signals in such applications as voice recognition
or song detection. Although the methods used take into account power through amplitude
modulation, an important characteristic of each signal that is ignored is the
stretching/compression in the time domain. This is difficult to compare since it will inherently
change resulting frequencies but it important to consider when signals are misaligned or are
produced at slightly varying tempos.

7.0 Recommendations
The major recommendations are to do a transcription of the audio without harmonics as
originally intended. This would allow a true resynthesis to occur instead of simply an inverse
fourier transform as is what is done in the project. For the method of transcription that was
performed, a derivative of the fourier transform could be performed to determine when the note
is first played to better estimate the start time of the note. Not taking the derivative gives the
peak time of the note, which is a fraction of a second after the note is played. The other issue of
missing notes required more experimentation with peak thresholds as well as spectrogram
generation. The current spectrograms are all performed at the same window size and lower
frequency notes appear washed out and are not picked up accurately. Using one window size
severely limits the frequency response of the transcription algorithm, which is not ideal for the
wide range of frequency that the pianos play. For error analysis, time domain error should be
benchmarked against a white noise signal to provide a frame of reference for interpreting the
analysis data.

8.0 Report Division
The following is a table representing the general task breakup. Each person was responsible for
the parts beside their name, with reasonable overlap occurring during group work sessions.
Table 2: Task division
Person

Task

Pavel Shering

Task One (Code and Write Up)

Alexander Bondarenko

Task Two (Code and Write Up)

Rishab Sareen

Task Three (Code and Write Up)

Teodor Mihai Tiuca

Task Four (Code and Write Up)
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Appendix A - Matlab Code
A.1 Task One Code
clear all;
close all;
clc;
% list of sample files
% fileName = {'elise.mp3', 'chpn_op7_1.mp3', 'bach_850.mp3'};
% truncated 1:00 min length mono music samples
fileName = {'bach_850.wav', 'chopin.wav', 'elise.wav'};
% determine BPM for all samples in the list
for i = 1 : length(fileName)
% Load the sample
[d,sr] = audioread(fileName{i});
% soundsc(d,sr)
% Calculate the beat times
t = tempo2(d(:,1),sr)
% based on the resulting factor, choose the correct BPM
if ( t(3) > 0.5)
fprintf('BPM for %s :%f\n', fileName{i}, t(1));
else
fprintf('BPM for %s :%f\n', fileName{i}, t(2));
end
end

A.2 Task Two Code
function [ resultant ] = scanWindow( window, dataset )
%SCANWINODW preformes a convolution of the window with the dataset
dim = size(dataset);
lengthOfArray = dim(1);
windowSize = length(window);
halfSindowSize = floor(windowSize/2);
window = window./sum(window);

for c = 1 : dim(2)
for i = halfSindowSize:lengthOfArray - windowSize
resultant(i,c) = sum(dataset(i:(i+windowSize-1),c).*window);
end
end

Task 2 main script:
fileName = 'bach_850'
notes = 2.^(((1:88) -49)/12)*440;
[sourceSignal, Fs] = audioread([fileName '.mp3']);
[S,F,T] = spectrogram(sourceSignal (1:(Fs*60),1),...
kaiser(floor((1/notes(13)*Fs*5)),5),...
(floor((1/notes(13)*Fs*5))-10),...
notes(13:end),...
Fs);
parfor(i = 1:length(F))
filterdPlot(i,:) = scanWindow(kaiser(4000,5),abs(S(i,:))');
display(i);
end

NoteMatrix = 0;
index = 1;
for(i = 1:length(F))
diffPlot = ((filterdPlot(i,:)));
[pks,locs]= findpeaks(diffPlot,'MinPeakProminence',10);
for j = 1:length(pks)
NoteMatrix(index,1) = 1;
NoteMatrix(index,2) = 1;
NoteMatrix(index,3) = 32+ i;
NoteMatrix(index,4) = i+15;%max(10*log2((3* abs(S(i,locs(j)+4410)))),0);
NoteMatrix(index,5) = (10*locs(j))/Fs;
NoteMatrix(index,6) = (10*locs(j))/Fs + 1/8;
index= index +1;
end
end

midi_new = matrix2midi(NoteMatrix);
writemidi(midi_new, 'testout2.mid');
beep

A.3 Task Three Code
function [ tone ] = note( keynum, velocity, dur, fs )
t = linspace(0,dur,dur*fs);
A = 1*(velocity/100);
A = 1;
I = 0;
fc = 2^((keynum-49)/12)*440;
fm = 3*fc;
%% Create note
tone = A*cos(2*pi*fc*t + I*cos(2*pi*fm*t - pi/2) - pi/2);
%% Apply envelope
if(length(t)<1000)
At = ceil(length(t)/10);
else
At = 100;
end
for i=1:At
tone(i) = (i*(1/At))*tone(i);
end
j=0;
Re = length(t)-At;
for i=At:At+Re
tone(i) = (exp(-j/15000))*tone(i);
j=j+1;
end
tone(length(tone)-3:length(tone)) = 0;
end

Task 3 main script:
clc
close all
clear all
files = {'elise.mid','bach.mid','chopin.mid'};
outputs = {'elise_synth.mp4','bach_synth.mp4','chopin_synth.mp4'};
for j=1:length(files)
%% read midi
midi = readmidi(files{j});
notes = midiInfo(midi);
Fs = 44100;
%% figure out length and create empty music array
end_time = max(notes(:,6));
music = zeros(1,ceil(end_time*Fs));
%% iterate through notes and fill in empty music array
for i=1:length(notes)
dur = notes(i,6) - notes(i,5);

if(dur>0)
tone = note (notes(i,3)-20,notes(i,4), dur, Fs);
if
(length(music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)))==length(tone))
music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)) = ...
music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)) + tone;
elseif ( length(music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)))length(tone)==1 )
music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)-1) = ...
music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)-1) + tone;
elseif ( length(music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)))length(tone)==2 )
music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)-2) = ...
music(floor(notes(i,5)*Fs)+1:floor(notes(i,6)*Fs)-2) + tone;
end
end
end
music = music.*(0.99/max(music));
audiowrite(outputs{j},music,Fs);
figure
plot(music);
end

A.3 Task Four Code
function f = get_notes()
f = [
% 4186.01,
% 3951.07,
% 3729.31,
% 3520,
% 3322.44,
% 3135.96,
% 2959.96,
% 2793.83,
% 2637.02,
% 2489.02,
% 2349.32,
% 2217.46,
% 2093,
% 1975.53,
% 1864.66,
% 1760,
1661.22,
1567.98,
1479.98,
1396.91,
1318.51,
1244.51,
1174.66,
1108.73,
1046.5,
987.767,
932.328,
880,
830.609,
783.991,
739.989,
698.456,
659.255,
622.254,
587.33,
554.365,
523.251,
493.883,
466.164,
440,
415.305,
391.995,
369.994,
349.228,
329.628,
311.127,
293.665,
277.183,
261.626,
246.942,

233.082,
220,
207.652,
195.998,
184.997,
174.614,
164.814,
155.563,
146.832,
138.591,
130.813,
123.471,
116.541,
110,
103.826,
97.9989,
92.4986,
87.3071,
82.4069,
77.7817,
73.4162,
69.2957,
65.4064,
61.7354,
58.2705,
55,
51.9131,
48.9994,
46.2493,
43.6535,
41.2034,
38.8909,
36.7081,
34.6478,
32.7032,
30.8677,
29.1352,
27.5];
end
function [sig, sig_s] = shift_signals(input, input_s)
sig = input(:,1);
sig_s = input_s(:,1);
start_sig = 0;
tol = max(sig)/10;
i = 0;
while(start_sig == 0)
i = i+1;
if(sig(i) > tol)
start_sig = i;

end
end
start_sig_s = 0;
i = 0;
while(start_sig_s == 0)
i = i+1;
if(sig_s(i) > tol)
start_sig_s = i;
end
end
sig = sig(start_sig:length(sig));
sig_s = sig_s(start_sig_s:length(sig_s));
if(length(sig) > length(sig_s))
sig = sig(1:length(sig_s));
sig_s = sig_s(1:length(sig_s));
else
sig = sig(1:length(sig));
sig_s = sig_s(1:length(sig));
end
end
function [max_diff, min_diff, mean_diff, std_dev] = stats(sound1, sound2)
if(length(sound1) > length(sound2))
sound1 = sound1(1:length(sound2));
else
sound2 = sound2(1:length(sound1));
end
window_size = 10;
window = 1.0/window_size * ones(1,window_size);
sound1 = conv(abs(sound1), window);
sound2 = conv(abs(sound2), window);
diff = [];
max_val = max(sound1(:,1))*0.5 + max(sound2(:,1))*0.5;
num_values = 0;
for i = 1 : length(sound1)-1
val1 = abs(sound1(i,1));
val2 = abs(sound2(i,1));
if((val1 > max_val * 0.20) || (val2 > max_val * 0.20))
entry = abs((val1 - val2) / val1);
diff = [diff entry];
num_values = num_values + 1;
end
end

if( num_values > 0)
mean_diff = mean(diff);
max_diff = max(diff);
min_diff = min(diff);
std_dev = std(diff);
else
mean_diff = 0;
max_diff = 0;
min_diff = 0;
std_dev = 0;
end
%
%
%
%
end

display(mean_diff);
display(max_diff);
display(min_diff);
display(std_dev);

Task Four main script:
clear all
close all
clc
[sig,Fs] = audioread('elise.mp3');
[sig_s,Fs_s] = audioread('elise_synth.mp4');
% [sig,Fs] = audioread('chopin.mp3');
% [sig_s,Fs_s] = audioread('chopin_synth.mp4');
% [sig,Fs] = audioread('bach.mp3');
% [sig_s,Fs_s] = audioread('bach_synth.mp4');
[sig, sig_s] = shift_signals(sig, sig_s);
sig_s = sig_s .* (rms(sig) / rms(sig_s));
figure;
hold on
plot(sig, 'Red');
plot(sig_s, 'Blue');
[max_diff, min_diff, mean_diff, std_dev] = stats(sig, sig_s);
display(sprintf('Time Domain:'));
display(sprintf('
Mean difference: %4.2f %%',mean_diff*100));
display(sprintf('
Max difference: %4.2f %%',max_diff*100));
display(sprintf('
Min difference: %4.2f %%',min_diff*100));
display(sprintf('
Standard deviation: %4.2f %%',std_dev*100));
%%% Window size is 5 times greater than the period of the lowest frquency
%%% playable by a piano.

window = floor(Fs*5/(27.5)) * 10;
notes = get_notes();
spectro = abs(spectrogram(sig,window, 0, notes, Fs));
spectro_s = abs(spectrogram(sig_s, window, 0, notes, Fs));
freq_stats_mat = ones(size(spectro, 1), 4);
for i = 1 : length(notes)
[freq_stats_mat(i,1), freq_stats_mat(i,2), freq_stats_mat(i,3),
freq_stats_mat(i,4)] = stats(spectro(i,:)', spectro_s(i,:)');
end
display(sprintf('Frequency Domain:'));
display(sprintf('
Mean difference: %4.2f %%',mean(freq_stats_mat(:,3)*100)));
display(sprintf('
Max difference: %4.2f %%',max(freq_stats_mat(:,1)*100)));
display(sprintf('
Min difference: %4.2f %%',min(freq_stats_mat(:,2)*100)));
display(sprintf('
Mean Standard deviation: %4.2f
%%',mean(freq_stats_mat(:,4)*100)));
figure;
hold on
plot(notes, freq_stats_mat(:,3), 'blue');
plot(notes, mean(spectro'), 'red');
% freq_index = 40;
%
% [mean_diff, std_dev] = stats(abs(spectro(freq_index,:).'),
abs(spectro_s(freq_index,:).'));
%
% display('-----break-------');
% display(notes(freq_index));
% display(mean(abs(spectro(freq_index,:))));
% display(mean(abs(spectro_s(freq_index,:))));
% display(mean_diff);
% display(std_dev);
%
% figure;
% hold on
% display(notes(freq_index));
% plot(abs(spectro(freq_index,:)), 'Blue');
% plot(abs(spectro_s(freq_index,:)), 'Red');
% figure;
% hold on
% for i = 1:88
%
plot(abs(spectro(i,1:floor(10*Fs/window))));
% end

